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Abstract
We study in this paper anticipative transformations on the Poisson space in the framework
introduced by Picard (Ann. Inst. Henri Poincare 32 (4) (1996a) 509). Those are stochastic
transformations that add particles to an initial condition or remove particles to it; they may
be seen as a perturbation of the initial state with respect to the 0nite di1erence gradient D
introduced by Nualart-Vives (Seminaire de Probabilite XXIV, Lecture Notes in Mathematics,
Vol. 1426, Springer, Berlin, 1990). We study here an analogue of the anticipative 9ows on the
Wiener space, which is in our context a Markov process taking its values in the Poisson space
 and look for some criterion ensuring that the image of the Poisson probability P under the
transformation is absolutely continuous with respect to P. We obtain results which are close to
the results of Enchev-Stroock (J. Funct. Anal. 116 (1996) 449) founded in the Wiener space
case. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 60H07; 60G55
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0. Introduction
Let us consider the classical Wiener space (W;FW ;PW ) where W is the space of
continuous functions ! from [0; 1] to R with !(0) = 0, PW is the probability un-
der which the canonical process (s; !) → !(s) is a standard Wiener process and
FW = {! → !(s); s∈ [0; 1]}. The subject of transformations on the Wiener space
has been widely studied since the work of Cameron and Martin (1944) and may be
seen as a quest of an in0nite dimensional Jacobi formula. The results in this direc-
tion are known as Girsanov type results since Girsanov’s contribution in extending
Cameron–Martin results—see Girsanov (1960). The literature on the subject focus on
the case of H -valued shift of the Brownian paths !, namely transformations having
the form T (!) =! + u(!), where u is a measurable mapping taking its values in the
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Cameron–Martin space H = {∫ :0 f(s) ds; f∈L2([0; 1])}. The asked question concerns
the existence of a Jacobian term  such that
(AD): ∀F¿0; EW [F(T )] = EW [F]:
The reader may refer to Ustunel–Zakai (2000) or Nualart (1995) for the history of
this topic. In a few words, the methods used in the anticipative context—where Ito’s
stochastic calculus is forbidden—are articulated around the invertibility of T and an
approximation of the in0nite dimensional structure of the Wiener measure by a 0nite
dimensional, Gaussian distribution on Rn; those methods are closely related to the
Malliavin di1erential calculus. An important example which appears in Ustunel and
Zakai (2000) under the label a singular 7ow on the classical Wiener space is the
one of an implicitly de0ned u. Consider the di1erential equation taking values in W
given by
(SF): X (t; !)(·) =!(·) +
∫ :∧t
0
hs(X (s; !)) ds
for some good process h : [0; 1]×W →R and consider T (!) =X (1; !) (we note (SF)
for Singular Flow). Question (AD) for such a T has been studied by Buckdahn (see
Buckdahn, 1991 for instance) and Buckdahn and Enchev (1989). It was further de-
veloped by Ustunel and Zakai (1992) and Enchev and Stroock (1996). Enchev and
Stroock give a suOcient condition to have (AD) for the 0nal state in the case of very
simple h. The 0rst advantage is that the expression they have for  is without the usual
trace term of the Malliavin kernel Dh, usually hard to handle. The second is that they
obtain an entropy estimation for the associated Jacobian . Both results allow to deal
with limits and they show then that it is possible to relate such a transformation with
some other types of shift on the Wiener space. This property has also its analogue on
the Poisson space, but this will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
The subject of this paper is to study some analogue of (SF)-type transformations
on the Poisson space (;F;P):  is the set of point measures on some Lusin space
(U;U), the sigma-0eld F and the Poisson probability will be de0ned in Section 1.1.
Let T be a measurable mapping from some probability space (a;Fa;Pa) to (;F;P);
we are especially interested to know when
(AC): Pa ◦ T−1P:
Note that this question may be related with the (AD)-type questions: see Lemma 4:1:1
of Nualart (1995).
The 0rst di1erence between Poisson and Wiener spaces is that there is no obvious
gradient notion in the Poisson case: it depends on how you decide to consider it. The
0rst point of view is a geometric approach—see Bichteler et al. (1987) or Rockner
(1998)—which leads to a 0rst gradient. The second one—see Carlen and Pardoux
(1990) or Privault (1996)—consists in in0nitesimal perturbations of the inter jump
times. Since the construction of the Poisson space is in this method very close to the
construction of an abstract Wiener space, the results obtained by Privault (1996) for
(AD) in this context are close to the results of the Wiener case. Those two 0rst gradi-
ents are local operators, the adjoints of which coincide with the compensated Poisson
integral for predictable process and both approaches consist in building a notion of
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tangent space on cylindrical Poisson functionals. The free-dimensional approach intro-
duced by Nualart–Vives (1990), using the Fock decomposition, gives the 0nite di1er-
ence gradient which we will use, which is not a local operator. Picard (1996a) builds
a stochastic calculus, starting from a simple duality formula and gathering previous
results such as the integration by parts formula and the expression of the Skohorod
integral of Nualart and Vives (1990). We present the related results which we will
need in Section 1.2. The transformations we will study in this paper and in upcom-
ing ones are stochastic transformations that add particles to an initial condition !∈
or remove particles to it; they may be seen as a perturbation of the initial condition
with respect to the above 0nite di1erence gradient D. Their stochastic nature will be
justi0ed, but is a great di1erence with the Wiener case and for instance, the question
of the invertibility of the transformation has no longer sense. Another important dif-
ference, especially with the usual Wiener framework or Privault’s (1996) one is that
the presentation of the Poisson probability taken from Picard (1996a) is a priori not
built from its restrictions to some cylindrical sub0eld of F and then extended by the
Kolmogorov theorem. Thus, it seems to be hard to obtain a Jacobi formula for the
Poisson probability by approximating it by a 0nite dimensional probability—this is the
basic tool in the Wiener context.
As we aim at 0nding an analogue to (SF)-type transformations, we must de0ne a
time direction with respect to which our transformation will evolve: the fact is that in
an anticipative context, there is no longer time direction coming from an adaptation
notion. In particular, we are free to de0ne an abstract one and the notion of direction
introduced in Section 2 gives a rigorous sense to this idea. We then turn in Section 3 to
the de0nition of a Markovian transformation, which is a Markov process {t; t ∈R+}
de0ned on some probability space (′;F′;P′), taking its values in , with initial
distribution P. It may be seen as an analogue of (SF) in the sense that the set of places
where we add or remove particles to the initial condition will be implicitly given—
indeed, the stochastic analogue of a di1erential equation is a Markov process. This kind
of transformation is taken from Picard (1996a), with a slight modi0cation due to our
notion of direction. We then deal with the (AC) question for the stopped transformation
t , that is, knowing when P′ ◦−1t P. Owing to the results of Picard (1996b), there
is a positive answer and the associated density Lt is given by a Feynman–Kac formula:
this is the conditional expectation of a functional t of a backward Markov process 
de0ned on an auxiliary space (′′;F′′;P′′), namely
Lt = E′′[t |t =!]: (1)
We are now interested in knowing if the distribution of the 0nal state ∞ de0ned
by the stopped transformations (t)t is absolutely continuous with respect to P. The
reader will note that the assumptions under which we work allow the 0nal state to be
the initial state modi0ed in an in9nite set, whereas previous results of Picard (1996a,
b) only deal with a 0nite set. Following the strategy of the Basic Lemma 2.2 we try to
estimate the entropy E[Lt log Lt] uniformly in t. We have by using (1) and the Jensen
inequality that
E[Lt log Lt]6 E′′[t logt]:
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The key result shown in Section 3.4 is that the distribution of the backward Markov
process  under t dP′′ is the same as the one of original Markov process . This
surprising result will be related with its analogue in the Wiener case. This equality in
distribution leads to a 0rst estimation of the entropy in the First Estimation Lemma 3.4.
The upper bound of the entropy which we 0nd is made of three terms. One of them is a
compensated integral which is hard to bound uniformly in t. We use a coupling method
in Section 3.5 to estimate it and, after a short examination of the adapted case, state
the Anticipative Theorem 3.3. This theorem is very close to Theorem 2:6 of Enchev–
Stroock; we conclude by giving an explicit example of Markovian transformation.
1. Poisson space and duality formulae
For a measurable space (X;X), we will denote by Eb(X;X)—or sometimes Eb(X )
when there is no ambiguity—the set of bounded real-valued mappings on X which are
X-measurable.
1.1. Poisson space: de9nitions
Let (U;U) be a Lusin space, that is, a measurable space which is homeomorphic
to some measurable part of a Polish space. Let − be a -0nite, di1use measure on
(U;U). We note  the set of integer-valued measures on U such that
• !({u})6 1 for all u,
• !(A)¡∞ if −(A)¡∞.
For V ∈U we note !|V the restriction of ! to V , identi0ed as an element of . We
consider the canonical random measure on U de0ned by
+(!; A) =!(A)
and the -0eld F generated by the mappings A → +(A), A∈U. It may be seen
that (;F) is a Lusin space. We consider now the Poisson probability P on (;F)
such that
• for A∈U, +(A) is a Poisson variable with parameter −(A),
• for (Ai) ⊂ U being disjoint sets, the random variables (+(Ai)) are independent.
Note that we do not complete F with respect to P. Remark that an element ! may be
seen as a particle system on U whose particles are {u; !({u}) = 1}. We call a process
on U × every measurable mapping from (U ×;U⊗F) to R. We denote by  the
compensated measure on U given by
(!; du) = (+ − −)(!; du):
We also de0ne || by
||(!; du) = (+ + −)(!; du):
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For u∈U we de0ne the inner transformations ±u on  by
(−u !)(A) =!(A\{u}); (+u !)(A) = (−u !)(A) + 1A(u):
Remark that if (1; 2) ⊂ {+;−} and (u1; u2) ⊂ U then if u1 = u2:

1
u1 ◦ 
2
u2 = 
2
u2 ◦ 
1
u1
and if u1 = u2 = u

1
u ◦ 
2
u = 
1
u :
We also de0ne the measures
 ±(du; d!) = ±(!; du)⊗ P(d!)
on (U × ;U⊗F) and we note
 (du; d!) = (!; du)⊗ P(d!); | |(du; d!) = ||(!; du)⊗ P(d!):
By a convenient abuse of notation we will sometimes identify a point measure to its
support.
1.2. Stochastic calculus on the Poisson space
We introduce here the stochastic calculus of Picard (1996a), that will be our back-
ground. All the proofs may be found in this reference.
Denition 1.1 (Annihilation operator). Let F be a random variable and u∈U . We
note
DuF =F ◦ +u − F ◦ −u :
It is obvious from the de0nition that D is neither a local operator nor a derivation
one. We give now an important class of processes on U ×  that plays a key-role
in obtaining the Duality Formula. If A∈U we note FA the -0eld generated by the
random variables +(B), B ⊂ A. We then consider the -0eld I on U ×, generated
by the sets V × G, V ∈U and G ∈FV c . We now give in the following proposition,
articulated around the I-measurable processes, the origin of the Duality Formula:
Proposition 1.1. The measures  + and  − are equal on I; in particular; if Z is a
I-measurable process;  ±-integrable; we have
E
[∫
Zu d(u)
]
= 0:
Moreover; Z is I-measurable i< DuZu = 0.
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Remark that if Y is any process on U × , the processes Yu ◦ +u and Yu ◦ −u are
always I-measurable. This remark, associated with the last proposition, leads to the
Duality Formulae to which we will refer under the label Duality Formula:
Theorem 1.1 (Duality formula). Simple version: Let Z be a positive or  ±-integrable
process; then
E
[∫
Zu d±(u)
]
= E
[∫
Zu ◦ ±u d∓(u)
]
:
Multiple version: Let Z%; %= (t1; : : : ; tk)∈Uk be a k-parameter process; vanishing
if two parameters are equal. Suppose that for all sequence 'j taking its values in
{+;−} and %= (t1; : : : ; tk) we have
Z% ◦ '1t1 ◦ · · · ◦ 'ktk =Z%:
Then the expression
E
[∫
Z% d'1 : : : d'k
]
does not depend on the sequence 'j.
We turn now to the de0nition of the killing and creating parts of a process. Let h
be a process on U ×. We note hKu = hu ◦ +u (resp. hCu = hu ◦ −u ) the killing part (resp.
the creating part) of h. It is easy to see that a process is de0ned in an unique way by
its parts since we have the equality for all u and !
hu(!) =!(u)hKu (!) + (1− !(u))hCu (!): (2)
This terminology will be justi0ed later. On the other hand, two I-measurable processes
hK and hC de0ne an unique process on U × given by (2): they are, respectively, the
killing and creating part of this process. The following proposition is immediate, but
we will so often use it without any warning that we want to outline it:
Proposition 1.2. For any !∈ and any process g on U× positive or −-integrable;
we have∫
U
gu(!)−(du) =
∫
U
gu(−u !)
−(du) =
∫
U
gCu (!)
−(du);
∫
U
gu(!)+(!; du) =
∫
U
gu(+u !)
+(!; du) =
∫
U
gKu (!)
+(!; du):
We conclude this section by introducing the Skohorod space. Let us consider an ar-
bitrary topology % on . We denote by D the usual Skohorod space D(R+; ) of path
which are right continuous with left limits—that is, cRad lRag—for the topology %. The
reader will check that the choice of the topology has no importance in this paper since
the paths of the transformations we will study are almost surely piecewise constant.
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We equip D with the cylindrical -0eld FD generated by the mappings ’s(') = '(s).
FD is equipped with the canonical 0ltration (FtD)t∈R+ where F
t
D = {’s; 06 s6 t}.
We outline also that even if % is given by some distance d on , which gives it-
self a distance dD on the Skohorod Space—see for instance Section VI of Jacod and
Shiryaev (1984)—the sigma-algebra generated by the open subsets of (D; dD) may
di1er from FD.
2. Directions and transformations
In most cases, U is assumed to be of the form R+ × E, and P will be the Poisson
measure of a LSevy process taking its values in E. But remark that from our presentation
of U , there is no canonical time direction. Since our framework is anticipative, there
is no longer such notion and the time direction with respect to which will evolve our
transformation may be di1erent from the classical one—if U has the form above for
instance. This will be the case in the example we give at the end of the paper. The
notion of direction is an abstraction of this idea.
2.1. De9nition and property of directions
Consider a nondecreasing collection (Ut)t∈R+ ⊂ U of sets of U , such that U∞ =⋃
t Ut =U . For t ¿ 0, we note Ut− =
⋃
s¡t Us for t ¿ 0, U0− =U0 and .Ut =Ut \Ut− .
We now de0ne the gauge function as
G(u) = inf{t¿0; u∈Ut}
and the growth measure of (Ut) as the positive measure −(U ) on (R+;B(R+)) given by
−(U ) = 
− ◦ G−1: (3)
Such a collection will be called a direction if it satis0es both:
(RC):
⋂
s¿t
Us =Ut (Right Continuity);
(GC): −(U ) is di1use and for every t; 
−(Ut)¡∞: (Growth Condition):
Up to a change of time variable, we can assume that −(U )(dt) = dt. Remark that (GC)
implies that −(.Ut) = 0 for all t. The second part of (GC), namely −(Ut)¡∞
is called the 9nite volume assumption. Remark that u∈ .UG(u) for all u and that
G : (U;U) → (R+;B(R+)) is 0nite and measurable. For sake of clearness we will
denote by UI for I being a subset of R+ the set of u such that G(u)∈ I . We will
sometimes write U 0t instead of U]0;t] and U∞ instead of U . We will always note
Ft =FUt . We now show a 0rst property of directions.
Proposition 2.1. Let (Ut) be a direction. We have
P[∃t; !(.Ut)¿2] = 0:
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Proof. It is a direct application of the duality formula (Theorem 1.1). We have
P[∃t; !(.Ut)¿2]6 E
[∫
U
1{!(.UG(u))¿2}
+(!; du)
]
= E
[∫
U
1{(+u !)(.UG(u))¿2}
−(du)
]
=
∫
U
P[{!(.UG(u))¿1}]−(du)
= 0
by using Fubini’s theorem.
We give an important example of setup, which is the framework of Picard (1996b).
2.2. The canonical example
The canonical example is the special case of a product space U =R+ × E, where
(E;E) is a measurable Lusin space equipped with a 0nite measure  . We set on U=
B(R+)⊗ E the measure
−(dt; dx) = dt  (dx):
The reader can easily check that Ut = [0; t]×E is a direction and we have in this case
that G(t; x) = t, .Ut = {t}×E, −(U ) is the Lebesgue measure and U−t = [0; t[×E. Most
of the proofs may be better understood when one think to the case of the canonical
example: for every measurable mapping F from U ×R× to R, one has in this case∫
Ut
Fu(G(u); !)−(du) =
∫ t
0
(∫
x∈E
Fsx(s; !) (dx)
)
ds
for every t; !.
2.3. Transformations and objectives
We give in the present section a quite general framework dealing with the abso-
lute continuity of the Poisson probability P under anticipative transformations: this
framework gives the general strategy of this paper.
Let (Ut)t∈R+ be a direction. The transformations we will study are a collection of
-valued random variables (1t)t∈R+ de0ned on an auxiliary probability space
(a;Fa;Pa) and satisfying
∀t ¿ t′; 1t′|Ut′ =1t′|Ut′Pa a:s: and Pa ◦ 1−10 =P: (4)
We will say in this case that (Ut)t∈R+ is the direction of 1 and we will call each
random variables 1t the stopped transformation at time t. From the stopped trans-
formations, we can build a 0nal state 1∞ whose restrictions are given by (4). In our
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examples we will aim at giving suOcient conditions to have Pa ◦ 1−1∞P; this is
equivalent to have the existence of L∞ ∈L1(;F;P) such that
(AC): ∀F ∈Eb(); Ea[F(1∞)] = E[FL∞]:
In the example we will study, the transformation will modify the initial condition at
time t by adding or picking up a particle in .Ut of the initial condition. We outlined in
the introduction that the transformations which we are going to consider are stochastic
ones. This means that the modi9cation of the initial 10 will be stochastic—following a
Markov device in this paper—and this is actually necessary if we want to add particles
to it: we cannot introduce a deterministic relation linking the particles of the 0nal
system 1∞ and then expect for a (AC)-type relation, since this kind of relation takes
never place under P. We turn back to our general framework by giving a powerful
lemma—which is immediate by a monotone class argument.
Lemma 2.1 (Measurability characterization). Let V ∈U. Then F is FV -measurable i<
F(!) =F(!|V ) for every !.
We give now the basic lemma that gives our general strategy to prove (AC)-type
results.
Lemma 2.2 (Basic Lemma). Suppose that for all t ∈R+
Pa ◦ 1−1t P
and note Lt the associated density, ULt = E[Lt |Ft]. Then { ULt; t ∈R+} is a (Ft)t-
martingale. Moreover, we have (AC) i< { ULt; t ∈R+} is uniformly integrable.
Proof. Let us prove the martingale property. Let s6 t, F ∈Fs. We have
E[ ULtF] = E[LtF] = Ea[F(1t)] = Ea[F(1s)] = E[F ULs]
by using that F(1t) =F(1t|Us) if F is Fs-measurable by Lemma 2.1 and that 1t|Us =
1s|Us almost surely by (4). This proves the martingale property. Suppose now we are
in case of (AC). One can easily show that ULt = E[L∞ |Ft] with the same ideas as
above and then { ULt; t ∈R+} is uniformly integrable. The converse is also obvious.
2.4. Rescaled space
From now, we 0x a direction (U ). We de0ne from this direction the space (U ) =
{!∈; ∀t; !(.Ut)6 1}, F(U ) and P(U ) the restrictions of F and P to (U ). We
call ((U );F(U );P(U )) the rescaled space. Suppose now we are in case of (AC). From
(4) and Proposition 2.1 we have
Pa[∃t; 1∞(.Ut)¿2] = 0:
This means that the study of the absolute continuity of transformations on  having
the direction (U ) can be derived from the study of such transformations on (U ).
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Therefore, we will now work with the stochastic basis ((U );F(U );P(U ))—that we
will rewrite (;F;P)—instead of the original one. This allows a slight modi0cation
on the operators ± following:
Denition 2.1 (Rescaled operators ±). For u∈U we set
(−u !)(A) =!(A\(.UG(u))); (+u !)(A) = (−u !)(A) + 1A(u):
It is easy to see that the Duality Formulas (Theorem 1:1) are still in force with the
rescaled space and operators.
2.5. Predictable and adapted -9elds
We end this section by giving the de0nition of the predictable and adapted algebras
with respect to a direction (Ut)t—remind that G is the gauge function of the direction
(Ut)t∈R+ .
Denition 2.2 (Predictable and adapted -9elds). We say that a process h is adapted
if hu(·) is FG(u)-measurable for all u∈U and that it is predictable if hu(·) is FG(u)−
-measurable for all u∈U .
This de0nition of predictability is not the classical one but the reader may check
that, since we do not complete F, both de0nitions coincides for instance in the case
of the canonical example.
3. Markovian transformations
Remember that we have 0xed a direction (Ut) on U . We describe in this section a
class of random transformations, adapted from those in Picard (1996b): we consider a
Markov process t , t ∈R+ taking its values in , that will be obtained from an initial
condition 0 by modifying at time t the system on .Ut . This process may be seen as an
analogue of transformations (SF)—except that in the Wiener case, the transformations
are deterministic and one does not need an auxiliary probability space. All results
concerning the absolute continuity may by found in Section 3.6. We outline that the
proofs which are not given may be found in Picard (1996b), except that they are given
in the context of the canonical example. We consider now a process h satisfying
(H):


h is positive and bounded on each Ut × ;
For every (!; u)∈ × U; hKu (!)¡ 1;
(u; !) → (1− hKu (!))−1 is bounded on each Ut × :
We consider a direction (Ut)t on U . In the following, we will denote by Ht a common
bound of h and 1=(1− hK) on Ut × .
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3.1. Description of a Markovian transformation
We consider on a space (′;F′) an inhomogeneous Markov process  :R+×′ →
, cRad lRag, the transition probabilities of which are given following: for [t; t+Vt] ⊂ R+
such that !(U[t;t+Vt]) = 0 then
P′[t+Vt =!|t =!] = 1−
∫
U]t;t+Vt]
hu(!)−(du) + o(Vt);
P′[t+Vt ∈{+u !; u∈V ∩ U]t;t+Vt]} |t =!}
=
∫
V∩U]t;t+Vt]
hu(!)−(du) + o(Vt)
for V ∈U and if !(.Ut) = 1, by noting u the particle in .Ut then
P′[t =! |t− =!] = 1− hu(!);
P′[t− = −u !|t− =!] = hu(!):
Thus, starting from an initial condition 0 =!, we add at time t such that !(.Ut) = 0
a particle in u∈ .Ut with intensity hu(t−) with respect to −.
On the other hand, a particle of ! in u∈ .Ut is removed at time t with probability
hu(t−). In terms of martingale problem, this means that for any g∈Eb(),
(PM′): Mgt = g(t)−
∫
U 0t
((g ◦ +u − g)hu)(G(u)−)−(du)
−
∫
U 0t
((g ◦ −u − g)hu)(G(u)−)+(0; du)
is a martingale under the probabilities P′[: |0 =!]. Remark that from Proposition 1.2,
the way to add (resp. remove) particles depends only on hC (resp. hK): this justify the
terminology of killing and creating parts. Furthermore, we can rewrite Mg as follows:
Mgt = g(t) +
∫
U 0t
[Dughu](G(u)−)(0; du):
Remark that assumptions (H) and (GC) imply that the number of jumps in 0nite
time of any solution to (PM′) with any initial distribution will be almost surely 0nite,
so there will not be any problem concerning the uniqueness of solutions to (PM′).
Concerning the existence of such a P′, the only diOculty is that (PM′) admits 0xed
times of discontinuity at the set S = {t: !(.Ut) = 1}. Despite of this, we may build P′
and : by discrete approximations on each interval [a; b] with !(U[a;b[) = 0 and then
use the given transition kernels to de0ne P′[t ∈ : |t− ] if t ∈ S. We note now P′ the
solution to (PM′) with initial distribution P.  is then under P′ a strong Markov, pure
jump process, the paths of which are almost surely piecewise constant and satisfying
for [a; b] ⊂ R+:
P′[b =a|a =!]6Hb |  | (!;U]a;b]): (5)
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The reader may check that the Markovian transformations enters in the framework of
Section 2.
Remark.
• A Markovian transformation is de0ned in a unique way by its intensity h and its
direction.
• The in0nite volume case, that is, the case of −(Ut)¡∞ for some t, is actually
much more complex and the existence of such a process is no longer obvious. This
problem, which is close to the problems related with the de0nition of an in0nite
volume spin system, will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
• In the case of the canonical example of Section 2.2, a Markovian transformation
associated with the direction Ut = [0; t]×E modi0es between times t and t+ Vt the
particles of the initial condition which are in the set [t; t + Vt]×E. In this instance,
the natural time direction of the product space U and the time with respect to which
evolve  are the same.
3.2. Absolute continuity for stopped transformations
For the results of this section we refer to Picard (1996b). Let t ∈R+. We wish to
explicit the distribution Pt of t , that is
Pt(d!) =
∫
P′[t ∈ d! |0 =!0]P(d!0):
By using the Duality Formula, we can show that L is formally the cRad lRag solution to
the Fokker–Planck equation:
Lt = 1−
∫
U 0t
Du(huLG(u)−)(du): (6)
The computation of Lt will be possible thanks to a Feynman–Kac formula involving a
backward Markov process . Let u∈U . We set
WhKu =
hCu
hCu + 1− hKu
:
Remark that WhK ∈ [0; 1]. We consider the nonhomogeneous backward Markov process
{s; s6 t} taking values in , the backward transition probabilities P′′ of which are
built to satisfy the following martingale problem (we consider the cRad lRag version of
): for all g∈Eb(), the process
(PM′′): UM
g
a = g(a)−
∫
U]a;t]
(g(+u G(u))− g(G(u)))hu(+u G(u))−(du)
−
∫
U]a;t]
(g(−u G(u))− g(G(u))) WhKu (G(u))+(t; du)
must be a backward martingale with respect to the backward 0ltration (F′′s )s∈[0;t], where
F′′s = {s′ ; s′ ∈ [s; t]}, under the probabilities P′′[:t =!]. This means that starting
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with an initial condition t and going back in time, we remove at time s a particle in
u∈ .Us with probability
P′′[s− = −u ! |s =!] = WhKu (!)
and we add at time s a particle in u∈ .Us with intensity hu(+u s) with respect to
−. Let us de0ne Wh the process on U ×, the killing and creating part of which are,
respectively, given by WhKu and hu ◦ +u = hKu —remark that Wh satis0es (H). The backward
process  may be seen as a Markovian transformation going back in time, associated
with the intensity process Wh. As for , we have that  is under P′′[: |t =!] a strong
(backward) Markov, pure jump process, the paths of which are almost surely piecewise
constant and satisfying for [a; b] ⊂ R+:
P′′[a =b|b =!]6Hb||(!;U]a;b]): (7)
The following proposition gives an explicit formula for Pt :
Proposition 3.1 (Absolute Continuity for stopped transformations). For I an interval
in [0; t], let us note
I = exp
(∫
UI
log(1− Duhu(G(u)))+(t; du) +
∫
UI
Duhu(G(u))−(du)
)
and note a =]0;a]. Then for all a∈ [0; t], P′ ◦ −1a ∼ P and its density La =
d(P′ ◦ −1a )=dP is given by
La(!) = E′′[a |a =!]:
The only thing not proven in Picard (1996b) is that PP′◦−1a . This is obvious since
La(!)¿ 0 for every ! owing to (H). Remark the analogy between the last formula and
what happens in the Wiener case for transformations (SF)—see for instance Lemma
1:2 of Enchev and Stroock (1996). The di1erence between the two situations is that in
our context, the backward process has been computed to satisfy this formula, whereas
it is de0ned as the inverse 9ow of the direct process in the (SF) example on the
Wiener space.
Suppose now that there exists a measurable mapping H :U → R+ such that
(L1): For every u∈U; sup
!
|hu(!)|6H(u) and H∈L1(U;U; −):
One can check that : will jump P′-a.s. a 0nite number of times on R+; the study of
(AC) for this case may be included in Example 7 of Picard (1996a). This is why we
will rather work under the L2 condition: there exists a measurable mapping H :U →
R+ such that
(L2): For every u∈U; sup
!
|hu(!)|6H(u) and H(u)∈L2(U;U; −):
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The number of jumps will a priori be in0nite and we will need 0ner tools in order to
show (AC).
3.3. Integration properties
The following lemma gives useful integral equalities.
Lemma 3.1 (Integration properties). Let t ∈R+ and g be a process on U×, bounded
on Ut × . Then
(i)
E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u)−)
+(t; du)|0 =!
]
= E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u)−)
+(!; du) |0 =!
]
−E′
[∫
U 0t
(guhu)(G(u)−)(!; du) |0 =!
]
:
(ii)
E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u)−)
+(0; du)
]
= E
[∫
U 0t
guLG(u)−
+(!; du)
]
;
E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u))+(t; du)
]
= E
[∫
U 0t
guLG(u)+(!; du)
]
:
Proof. We 0rst prove (i). By a monotone class argument, we just have to show it
for g having the form gu(!) = 1A(u)F(!), where A∈U and F ∈Eb() is bounded by
some M ∈R+. Let n∈N∗, we de0ne tnk = t(k=2n). We denote by gn the process on
U × ′ given by
gnu(!
′) =
2n−1∑
k=0
gu(tnk (!
′))1U]tnk ;tnk+1] (u):
Notice that∣∣∣∣
∫
U 0t
(gu(G(u)−)− gnu)+(t; du)
∣∣∣∣6 (2M)t(Ut):
It may be seen from (PM′) that the right side of the last inequality is P′ [ : |0 =!]-
integrable. On the other hand, remember that : is P′ [ : |0 =!]-almost surely piece-
wise constant, left continuous. Hence, the left side of the last inequality tends to 0
almost surely and we obtain by a Dominated convergence argument that
lim
n
(
E′
[∫
U 0t
gnu
+(t; du) |0 =!
])
= E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u)−)
+(t; du) |0 =!
]
:
(8)
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On the other hand, we have by (PM′) that
E′
[∫
U 0t
gnu
+(t; du) |0 =!
]
=
2n−1∑
k=0
E′[F(tnk )t(U]tnk ;tnk+1] ∩ A) |0 =!]
=
2n−1∑
k=0
E′[F(tnk )tnk+1(U]tnk ;tnk+1] ∩ A) |0 =!]
=
2n−1∑
k=0
(E′[F(tnk )tnk (U]tnk ;tnk+1] ∩ A) |0 =!])
−
2n−1∑
k=0
(
E′
[∫
U]tnk ;t
n
k+1]
gnuhu(G(u)−)(0; du) |0 =!
])
= E′
[∫
U 0t
gnu
+(0; du) |0 =!
]
−E′
[∫
U 0t
gnuhu(G(u)−)(0; du) |0 =!
]
:
We can, as above, show that the right side of the last equality tends as n → ∞ to
right side of the claimed equality and this proves (i). We prove the 0rst part of (ii)
as we proved (i), by taking g as above and considering an approximation sequence.
The second part of (ii) is a little harder. Remark 0rst that gu(G(u)) = gu(+u G(u)−) if
t({u}) = 1. Then we can use (i) and the 0rst part of (ii) to have
E′
[∫
U 0t
gu(G(u))+(t; du)
]
= E
[∫
U 0t
(gu ◦ +u )LG(u)−+(!; du)
]
−E
[∫
U 0t
(gu ◦ +u )huLG(u)−(!; du)
]
:
We just have to use the Duality Formula to obtain that the second expectation of the
right side of the last inequality is equal to
E
[∫
U 0t
(gu ◦ +u )(huLG(u)− − (huLG(u)−) ◦ −u )+(!; du)
]
and conclude with the Fokker–Planck equation (6).
3.4. Interaction =
Remind that we aim at showing that { ULt; t ∈R+} is uniformly integrable—with the
notation of the Basic Lemma 2.2. One way to show this is to estimate E[ ULt log ULt].
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We 0x t from now and note P′′ the solution to (PM ′′) with initial distribution P at
time t. Using twice Jensen inequality and Proposition 3.1 we have
E[ ULt log ULt]6 E[Lt log Lt]6 E′′[t logt]:
Therefore, it is natural to study the distribution of {s; s∈ [0; t]} under the new prob-
ability WP′′ given by
d WP′′
dP′′ =t:
The main result of this subsection—see Proposition 3.3—is that the distribution of
{s; s∈ [0; t]} under WP′′ is the same as the distribution of {s; s∈ [0; t]} under P′.
This actually mimics what happens in the Wiener context: as mentioned before, the
analogue of  in the study of (SF) type transformations is de9ned as the inverse
transformation of the analogue of  and this backward process is also involved in
the expression of Lt in the Wiener case. Enchev and Stroock (1996) use this relation
between the direct and backward processes to estimate the entropy of Lt . In our context
we have to prove this distribution equality by highly technical steps. Remind that we
note D the Skohorod space of  valued, cRad lRag paths. We denote by (s; ') → '(s)
the canonical process on R+×D and note WFsD = {'(s′); s′ ∈ [s; t]}. Hence ( WF
s
D)s∈[0;t]
is a backward 0ltration.
Denition 3.1 (Martingale Problem (PM)′′9 ’). We de0ne the processes h
c and hk by
hku =
(
hu ◦ −u
LG(u) ◦ +u
)
LG(u)− ◦ −u ; hcu =
(
hu ◦ +u
LG(u) ◦ −u
)
LG(u)− ◦ +u :
Let 8 a probability on  and Q a probability on (D;FD). We say that Q satis0es
(PM)′′′8 i1
(i) Q['(t)∈ :] = 8[ : ];
(ii) for all f∈Eb(), then
WMfs =f('(s))−
∫
U]s;t]
((f ◦ +u − f)hcu)('(G(u)))−(du)
−
∫
U]s;t]
((f ◦ −u − f)hku)('(G(u)))+('(t); du)
is a backward ( WF
s
D)s∈[0;t] martingale under Q.
Note that we can obtain from the Fokker–Planck equation (6) that hku(!)6 1 if
!({u}) = 1 hence it may be seen that (PM ′′′) has at least one solution. In order to
show the claimed distribution equality, we will check that both distributions satisfy
(PM ′′′)Pt , where Pt is the distribution of t under P′. The fact that WP
′′
satis0es this
problem may be seen as a Girsanov type result for Markov process, since WP′′P′′
with a known density which is a multiplicative functional. The argument for  is a
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time reversal theorem—see for instance the Chung–Walsh theorem in Dellacherie and
Meyer (1980). However our context is not classical and we cannot directly refer to a
general theorem; that is the reason why we give rather technical proofs. Before turning
to the claimed equality in distribution we give a lemma which deals with the Markov
property of  under WP′′.
Lemma 3.2. Let s∈ [0; t] and H ∈Eb(D), {'(s′); s′ ∈ [0; s]}-measurable. Then
WE′′[H |u; u∈ [s; t]] = WE′′[H |s] = 1Ls(s)E
′′[H]0;s] |s]:
In particular, the backward process {s; s∈ [0; t]} is a strong Markov process with
WP′′-a.s. piecewise constant paths.
Proof. Let G ∈Eb(D), {u; u∈ [s; t]}-measurable. Using that
Ls(s) = E′′[]0;s] |u; u∈ [s; t]]
by the Markov property we have that
WE′′[HG] = E′′[]0;t]HG]
= E′′[(]0;s]H)G]s;t]]
= E′′[E′′[]0;s]H |s]G]s;t]]
= E′′
[
Ls(s)
E′′[H]0;s] |s]
Ls(s)
G]s;t]
]
= WE′′
[
E′′[H]0;s] |s]
Ls(s)
G
]
:
We can obtain the claimed equality, which implies the Markov property from the last
computation. The paths of : are WP
′′
-almost surely piecewise constant since they are
P′′-a.s. piecewise constant and WP′′P′′.
The following lemma will be useful to prove that the probability WP′′ ◦ −1 on
(D;FD) solves the claimed martingale problem.
Lemma 3.3. Let f∈Eb() and !∈. Then we have
(i) WMfs (:) is WP
′′
-integrable for every s∈ [0; t] and f∈Eb().
(ii) If 06 a6 b6 t with !(U[a;b]) = 0 then
WE′′[ WMfa ()− WMfb () |b =!] = j(a; b; !) + k(a; b; !);
where
|j(a; b; !) | 6 8H 2b sup |f|(b− a)2 exp(5Hb||(!;U 0b ))
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and
k(a; b; !) = WE′′
[∫
U[a;b]
[
Duf(!)
(Lahu) ◦ +u
Lb
(!)− (Dufhcu)(G(u))
+
(
Du[hu(La − LG(u)−)]
Lb
f
)
(!)
]
−(du) |b =!
]
:
(iii) If s∈ [0; t] with !(.Us) = 1 then
WE′′[ WMfs ()− WMfs−() |s =!] = 0:
Proof. We prove (i). Remark 0rst that for every ! and s∈ [0; t] then we have
Ls(!) ∨ 1Ls(!)6 exp(2Hs||(!;U
0
s )) (9)
owing to (H). On the other hand it may be easily seen that sups6t s(Ut) has expo-
nential moments under WP′′. We can deduce the integrability of WMfs for every s from
the last two remarks. We now prove (ii) and 0x a, b, f and ! as above. We have by
applying Lemma 3.2 that
WE′′f(a) |b =!] = 1Lb(!)E
′′[f(a)]0;a]]a;b] |b =!]
=
1
Lb(!)
E′′[(Laf)(a)]a;b] |b =!]
by using that La(a) = E′′[]0;a] |s′ ; s′ ∈ [a; t]] by the Markov property. We have for
every s∈R that exp(s) = 1 + s + k(s), where k(s)6 s2 exp(s). Hence
]a;b] = 1−
∫
U[a;b]
Duhu(G(u))−(du) + k
(
−
∫
U[a;b]
Duhu(G(u))−(du)
)
:
We set
E1 = E′′[(Laf)(a) |b =!]
and
E2 = E′′
[
(Laf)(a)
∫
U[a;b]
Duhu(G(u))−(du) |b =!
]
:
So we obtain
WE′′[f(a) |b =!] = 1Lb(!) (E1 + E2) +
j1(a; b; !)
Lb(!)
;
where, owing to (9),
|j1(!; b; a) | 6 4H 2b (b− a)2 sup |f| exp(2Hb(||(!;U 0b ) + (b− a))):
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We use (7) to obtain that
E2 =
∫
U[a;b]
((Laf)(hu ◦ +u )− (huLaf))(!)−(du) + j2(a; b; !);
where
|j2(a; b; !)|6 2H 2b sup |f|(b− a)2 exp(2Ha||(!;U 0a )):
We want now to rewrite E1 by applying (PM ′′) to Laf. This is not a bounded function
but, by using a similar argument to the one used for the integrability of WMf this function
is integrable enough to be used with (PM ′′). Then we obtain by using (7) that E1 is
equal to
(Laf)(!) + E′′
[∫
U[a;b]
Du[Laf](G(u))hu(+u G(u))
−(du)b =!
]
= (Laf)(!) +
∫
U[a;b]
Du[Laf](!)hu(+u !)
−(du) + j3(a; b; !);
where, owing to (9),
|j3(a; b; !)|6 2H 2b (b− a)2 sup |f| exp(2Ha||(!;U 0a )):
By setting
q(a; b; !) =
(∫
U[a;b]
Du[(hu(La − LG(u)−))]−(du)
)
f(!);
we may obtain by using the Fokker–Planck equation (6) that
E1 = (Lbf)(!) +
∫
U[a;b]
((Lafhu) ◦ +u − (Laf)hu ◦ +u + huLaf
− (huLa) ◦ +u f)(!)−(du) + q(a; b; !) + j3(a; b; !):
By summing up E1 and E2 we obtain that
WE′′[f(a)b =!]
=f(!) +
∫
U[a;b]
(
Duf
(Lahu) ◦ +u
Lb
)
(!)−(du)
+
(j1 + j2 + j3)(a; b; !)
Lb(!)
+
q(a; b; !)
Lb(!)
=f(!) + WE′′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ +u − f)hcu)(G(u))−(du) |b =!
]
+ j(a; b; !) + k(a; b; !);
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where k(a; b; !) has the announced form and
|j(a; b; !)|=
∑3
i=1 ji(a; b; !)
Lb(!)
6 8H 2b (b− a)2 sup |f| exp(5||(!;U 0b ))
since ((b − a) ∨ ||(!;U 0a ))6 ||(!;U 0b ). This is the claimed equality. For (iii), let
us note u the particle of ! in .Us. By applying (PM)′′ to (Ls−f) and using that
[s;s] = (1 + hCu − hKu )(s) we obtain
WE′′[f(s−) |s =!] = 1Ls E
′′[f(s−)[0;s] |s =!]
=
1
Ls
E′′[(Ls−f)(s−)[s;s] |s =!]
=
1
Ls
(E3 + E4);
where
E3 = (Ls−f)(
−
u !) Wh
K
u (!)(1 + h
C
u − hKu )(!)
and
E4 = (Ls−f)(!)(1− WhKu (!))(1 + hCu − hKu )(!):
We obtain that
E3 = (Ls−f)(
−
u !)hu(
−
u !) =Ls(!)f(
−
u !)h
k
u(!):
We have by the Fokker–Planck equation that (Ls−−(huLs−))(!) = (Ls−(huLs−)◦−u )(!)
and then
E4 =f(!)Ls−(!)(1− hu(!)) =Ls(!)f(!)(1− hku(!)):
By gathering the expressions of E3 and E4 we obtain
WE′′[f(s−) |s =!] =f(!) + (f ◦ −u − f)(!)hku(!) (10)
and this concludes.
Corollary 3.1. WP′′ ◦ −1 is a solution to (PM ′′′)Pt .
Proof. We 0rst check that WP′′ ◦ −1 has the right initial distribution. Let F ∈Eb()
then
WE′′[F(t)] = E′′[tF(t)] = E[E′′[t |t =!]F] = E[FLt]:
Then the initial distribution is the right one—remind that PtP with density Lt . Now
we prove the martingale property. From the Markov property proved in Lemma 3.2 and
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(iii) of Lemma 3.3, we just have to prove that for any f∈Eb() and 06 a6 b6 t
with !(U[a;b]) = 0 then
WE′′[ WMfa − WMfb |b =!] = 0: (11)
Let M be an upper bound of f. Let N ∈N∗ and (aNk )Nk=0 be a subdivision of [a; b],
with aN0 = a and a
N
N = b. We have by using (i) of Lemma 3.3 and the Markov property
that
WE′′[ WMfa − WMfb |b =!] =
N∑
k=1
WE′′[ WMfaNk − WM
f
aNk−1
|b =!]
=
N∑
k=1
WE′′[ WE′′[ WMfaNk − WM
f
aNk−1
|aNk ] |b =!]:
By using Lemma 3.2, (9) and the estimation of j coming from Lemma 3.3, we obtain
that
N∑
k=1
| WE′′[j(aNk−1; aNk ; aNk ) |b =!]|
6 exp(4Hb||(!;U 0b ))
N∑
k=1
E′′[|j(aNk−1; aNk ; aNk )| |b =!]
N→∞−→ 0
by using the bound given in Lemma 3.3. Now, we conclude if we show that
N∑
k=1
WE′′[k(aNk−1; aNk ; aNk ) |b =!]
N→∞−→ 0: (12)
By using Lemma 3.2, (9) and the expression of k given by Lemma 3.3, we obtain that
there exists C ∈R+ such that
| WE′′[k(aNk−1; aNk ; aNk ) |b =!]|
6C

∫
U[aNk−1;a
N
k ]
∣∣∣∣∣
LaNk−1
LaNk
− LG(u)− ◦ 
+
u
LG(u)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Du[hu(LaNk−1 − LG(u)−)]
LaNk−1
∣∣∣∣∣ −(du)

 (!)
and we conclude by a Lebesgue dominated convergence argument, owing to the cRad lRag
nature of L.
We now show the second martingale property.
Proposition 3.2. P′ ◦ −1 is a solution to (PM)′′′Pt .
Proof. This time there is no problem to claim that the process {s; s∈ [0; t]} viewed as
a backward process is a Markov process and that its initial distribution is Pt . Moreover,
one can easily prove the integrability of WMfs for every f and s by using (9). It remains
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to prove the martingale property. Let (f; g) ⊂ Eb() and [a; b] ⊂ [0; t]. By using
(PM′) applied to g between a and b that
E′[f(a)g(b)]
= E′[(fg)(a)] + E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((g ◦ +u − g)hu)(G(u)−)−(du)f(a)
]
+E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((g ◦ −u − g)hu)(G(u)−)0(du)f(a)
]
= E′[(fg)(a)] + E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((g ◦ +u − g)fhu)(G(u)−)−(du)
]
+E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((g ◦ −u − g)fhu)(G(u)−)0(du)
]
+ o(b− a) (13)
by using (5) for the last equality. We apply now (PM′) to fg between b and a to
obtain
E′[(fg)(a)] = E′[(fg)(b)]− E′
[∫
U[a;b]
(([fg] ◦ +u − [fg])hu)(G(u)−)−(du)
]
−E′
[∫
U[a;b]
(([fg] ◦ −u − [fg])hu)(G(u)−)0(du)
]
: (14)
Joining (13) and (14) together, we obtain
E′[f(a)g(b)]
= E′[(fg)(b)]− E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ +u − f)g ◦ +u hu)(G(u)−)−(du)
]
−E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ −u − f)g ◦ −u hu)(G(u)−)0(du)
]
+ o(b− a):
We now rewrite the two last expectations using the Duality Formula, the integration
properties of Lemma 3.1 and (5). First:
E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ +u − f)g ◦ +u hu)(G(u)−)−(du)
]
= E
[∫
U[a;b]
(f ◦ +u − f)g ◦ +u huLG(u)−−(du)
]
= E
[∫
U[a;b]
(f − f ◦ −u )g(huLG(u)−) ◦ −u +(du)
]
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= E′
[∫
U[a;b]
(
(f − f ◦ −u )g
(huLG(u)−) ◦ −u
LG(u)
)
(G(u))t(du)
]
= E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f − f ◦ −u )hku)(G(u))t(du)g(b)
]
+ o(b− a):
We 0nd similarly
E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ −u − f)g ◦ −u hu)(G(u)−)0(du)
]
= E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f − f ◦ +u )hcu)(G(u))−(du)g(b)
]
+ o(b− a):
Then we have
E′[f(a)g(b)]
= E′[(fg)(b)] + E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ −u − f)hku)(G(u))t(du)g(b)
]
+E′
[∫
U[a;b]
((f ◦ +u − f)hcu)(G(u))−(du)g(b)
]
+ o(b− a):
This leads to the result by using the backward Markov property and subdivisions.
Now we deduce
Proposition 3.3. The distribution of {s; s∈ [0; t]} under WP′′ is the same as the dis-
tribution of {s; s∈ [0; t]} under P′.
We will only give the sketch of the proof. P′◦−1: and P′′◦−1: solve the martingale
problem (PM)′′′Pt and the backward canonical process {'(s); s∈ [0; t]} on R+ × D
jumps almost surely a 0nite number of times under both probabilities. The martingale
problem they solve determines in a unique way the distribution of the jump times
and the distribution of the process after the jump; this implies the claimed equality
in distribution. For further details, the reader may check that one can use Theorem
1:26 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1984). We turn back to the estimation of E[Lt log Lt]. We
recall that we want to estimate it from the estimation
E[Lt log Lt]6 WE
′′
[t]:
By using the last proposition, we 0nd that E[Lt log Lt] is bounded by
E′
[∫
U 0t
log(1− Duhu(G(u)))+(t; du) +
∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u))−(du)
]
:
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Using that log(1 + A)6A for all A¿− 1 we obtain another bound which is
E′
[∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u))−(du)
]
− E′
[∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u))+(t; du)
]
: (15)
Remark that
(Duhu)(G(u)) = (Duhu)(G(u)−)
since D:h: is I-measurable. We use (i) of the integration properties Lemma 3.1 to
obtain
E′
[∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u))+(t; du)
]
= E′
[∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u)−)
+(0; du)
]
−E′
[∫
U 0t
Duhu(G(u))hu(G(u)−)(0; du)
]
:
From the last line we come to an entropy estimation that will be our starting point for
further calculus.
Lemma 3.4 (First estimation). Suppose that (H) is in force. Then we have for all
t ∈R+
E[Lt log Lt]6Q1(t) + Q2(t) + C(t);
where
Q1(t) = E′
[∫
U 0t
(Duhu)2(G(u)−)
−(du)
]
;
Q2(t) = E′
[∫
U 0t
(Duhu:hu ◦ +u )(G(u)−)(0; du)
]
;
C(t) =− E
[∫
U 0t
E′[Duhu(G(u)−) |0 =!](!; du)
]
:
Remind that we will work under (L2) condition. The terms supt Q1(t) and supt Q2(t)
have 0nite bounds in this case—we note Q for Quadratic. The problem comes from
the compensated term C, except in the adapted case where it vanishes. Hence the
following section—made to estimate expressions such C—is of great importance in
the anticipative context.
3.5. Coupling process
The present section aims at estimating expression such
E
[∫
U 0t
E′[gu(G(u)−) |0 =!](!; du)
]
;
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where g is a process indexed by U , under some assumptions. From the Duality Formula
we can rewrite the last expectation following
E
[∫
U 0t
(E′[gu(G(u)−) |0 = +u !]− E′[(gu(G(u)−) |0 =!])−(du)
]
: (16)
It appears that we have to estimate the di1erence of behavior between two Markov
processes, di1ering only by their initial conditions. The best way to do this is to
represent those Markov processes as a bigger cRad lRag Markov  :R+ ×∗ → 2, the
components of which mimic the original Markov processes: this is a coupling method.
From now and for the rest of the section we 0x (u; !)∈U ×. We note s=G(u). We
note = (1; 2) and ±u′ (!
1; !2) = (±u′!
1; ±u′!
2). We de0ne on an auxiliary space
(∗;F∗;P∗u;!) a Markov process , the transition probabilities of which are given as
follow: if 1(U[t;t+Vt]) =2(U[t;t+Vt]) = 0 for t + Vt ¡ s then
P∗u;![t+Vt=t |t=(!1; !2)]=1−
∫
U[t;t+Vt]
hu′(!1) ∨ hu′(!2)−(du′)+o(Vt);
P∗u;![2t+Vt ∈{+u′!2; u′ ∈V ∩ U[t;t+Vt]}; 1t+Vt =!1 |t = (!1; !2)]
=
∫
U[t;t+Vt]∩V
(hu′(!2)− hu′(!1))+−(du′) + o(Vt);
P∗u;![1t+Vt ∈{+u′!1; u′ ∈V ∩ U[t;t+Vt]}; 2t+Vt =!2 |t = (!1; !2)]
=
∫
U[t;t+Vt]∩V
(hu′(!1)− hu′(!2))+−(du′) + o(Vt);
P∗u;![t+Vt ∈{+u′(!1; !2); u′ ∈V ∩ U[t;t+Vt]} |t = (!1; !2)]
=
∫
U[t;t+Vt]∩V
hu′(!1) ∧ hu′(!2)−(du′) + o(Vt)
for V ∈U. If u′ ∈ .Ut is a particle of 1 and 2 with 0¡t¡s then
P∗u;![t =t− |t− = (!1; !2)] = 1− hu′(!1) ∨ hu′(!2);
P∗u;![t = (+u′!1; !2) |t− = (!1; !2)] = (hu′(!1)− hu′(!2))+;
P∗u;![t = (!1; +u′!2) |t− = (!1; !2)] = (hu′(!2)− hu′(!1))+;
P∗u;![t = +u′(!1; !2) |t− = (!1; !2)] = hu′(!1) ∧ hu′(!2):
We set the initial distribution as P∗u;![(0)∈ :] = .! ⊗ .+u !. It is clear from those
transition probabilities that both 1t−|U[t;s] and 
2
t−|U[t;s] are equal to !|U[t;s] for all t6 s.
In fact, the following proposition ensures that the components of  mimic the wished
Markov processes.
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Proposition 3.4. For every s′¡s
P∗u;![1:∧s′ ∈ :] =P′[:∧s′ ∈ : |0 =!];
P∗u;![2:∧s′ ∈ :] =P′[:∧s′ ∈ : |0 = +u !]:
We only give the sketch of the proof: it may be seen from the above transi-
tion kernels that P∗u;![1:∧s′ ∈ :] solves the same well-posed martingale problem as
P′[: ∈ : |0 =!]. The argument for the second distribution equality is the same. Now
remember that with a convenient abuse of notation we identify a point measure !′ to
its support {u :!′({u}) = 1}. The interest of coupling is here: since we have a simul-
taneous representation of both Markov processes, we are able to mark along the time
the places where one component of  has been modi0ed and not the other. We 0rst
introduce for u∈U the 9ip operator u′ de0ned for !′ ∈ by
u′(!′) = 
(u′ ;!′)
u′ (!
′)
with (u′; !′) =− if u′ ∈!′, + else. For any set {u1; : : : ; un} of U we will also denote
by (u1; : : : ; un) the multiple 9ip operator given by
(u1; : : : ; un)(!′) = u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un(!′):
We have from the last proposition that the paths of i are piecewise constant for
i∈{1; 2}. In fact, we have more than this, namely we have the property that
Vi(!∗)(t) = 0 implies that
there exists an unique u∈ .Ut with i(!∗)(t) = ui(!∗)(t−): (17)
We de0ne for i∈{1; 2} the jump measure J i(!∗) as the point measure on U the
particles of which are the u∈U satisfying (17) for some t ∈R+. We de0ne the shift
measure K1(!∗) (resp. K2, K) as the point measure whose support is (J 1 \J 2)(!∗)
(resp. (J 2 \J 1)(!∗), (K1 ∪ K2)(!∗)) and the common measure C(!∗) whose support
is (J 1 ∩ J 2)(!∗). The following lemma gives some informations about the intensities
of those random measures.
Lemma 3.5. Let f :U → R+ measurable; and i∈{1; 2} and s′¡s. Then we have
(i)
E∗u;!
[∫
U 0
s′
f(u′)J i(!∗; du′)
]
= E∗u;!
[∫
U 0
s′
f(u′)hu′(iG(u′))||(!; du′)
]
:
and; by noting j∈{1; 2} such that i = j:
E∗u;!
[∫
U 0
s′
f(u′)Ki(!∗; du′)
]
= E∗u;!
[∫
U 0
s′
f(u′)(hu′(iG(u′))− hu′(jG(u′)))+||(!; du′)
]
:
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(ii) Let n∈N∗ and f :Un → R+ measurable. We de9ne Sn(U 0s′) as the set of
(u1; : : : ; un) ⊂ U 0s′ with ua = ub if a = b. Then we have
E∗u;!

∫
Sn(U 0s′ )
f(u1; : : : ; un)
n∏
j=1
J i(!∗; duj)


6Hns′
∫
Sn(U 0s′ )
f(u1; : : : ; un)
n∏
j=1
(||(!; duj)):
Proof. For (i) we just have to prove the equality for f being a characteristic function.
It is then a simple calculus using the transition kernels above. We turn to (ii). For
V and V ′ two subsets of U 0s′ we will write that V ¡V
′ if there exists s′ ∈R+ with
V ⊂ U 0s′ and V ′ ⊂ Us
′
∞. Now we introduce
?˜
n
s′ = {(u1; : : : ; un) ⊂ U 0s′ : G(ua) =G(ub) if a = b}:
Remark that for any f the left side of the claimed equality is equal to
E∗u;!
[∫
?˜ns′
f(u1; : : : ; un)
n∏
k=1
J i(!∗; duk)
]
since (u1; u2) ⊂ J i(!∗) with u1 = u2 implies that G(u1) =G(u2) by (17). Then we
conclude if we show that the last integral is bounded by the right side of the claimed
inequality for any f having the form
f(u1; : : : ; un) =
n∏
j=1
1Vj (uj)
with the property that there exists a permutation  on {1; : : : ; n} such that V(1) ¡ · · ·¡
V(n). The claimed result comes from a monotone class argument. We consider now
such a f and we assume that  is the identity for commodity. We obtain
E∗u;!
[∫
?˜ns′
f(u1; : : : ; un)
n∏
k=1
(J i(!∗; duk))
]
= E∗u;!
[
n∏
k=1
J i(!∗; Vk)
]
:
There exists t ∈R+ such that ⋃n−1j=1 Vj ⊂ U 0t and Vn ⊂ Ut∞ for some t. It may be easily
seen that the random variables !∗ → J i(!∗; Vj) are {t′ ; t′ ∈ [0; t]} measurable for
j∈{1; : : : ; n− 1}. Then we have by the Markov property and (i) that
E∗u;![J i(!∗; V1) : : : J i(!∗; Vn)] = E∗u;![J i(!∗; V1) : : : E∗u;![J i(!∗; Vn) |t]]
6Hs′E∗u;![J i(!∗; V1) : : : J i(!∗; Vn−1)]||(!; Vn)
and we found by iterating that the left side of the claimed inequality is smaller than
Hns′
∫
?˜ns′
f(u1; : : : ; un)
n∏
k=1
(||(!; duk));
which is the desired result.
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The next result has a key role in our estimation method.
Corollary 3.2 (Shift estimation). Let F ∈Eb(). Suppose that there exists a mapping
‖D:F‖ :U → R+ such that
|Du′F(!′)|6 ‖Du′F‖;  −-a:e: (18)
Then there exists a | |-null random variable R such that for every s′ ∈ ]0;G(u)[ we
have
E∗u;![|F(1s′)− F(2s′)|]
6 E∗u;!
[∫
U]0;s′ ]
‖DuF‖ |hu′(1G(u′)−)− hu′(2G(u′)−)| ||(!; du′)
]
+ ‖DuF‖+ R(u; !):
Remark. The reader will easily check that the result is still in force when F is de-
pending on u if we assume that Fu satis0es (18) for every u.
Proof. Let s′ ∈ ]0;G(u)[ and F ∈Eb() which we suppose smaller than 1. We denote
by N the set of (u′; !′) such that |Du′F(!′)|¿ ‖Du′F‖. For sake of clearness we will
write N (u′; !′) instead of 1N (u′; !′). Remark that N is I-measurable since (u′; !′) →
Du′F(!′) is so and then (18) holds | |-almost everywhere by the Proposition 1.1; the
same proposition gives that
(u′; !′)∈N⇔ (u′; u′!′)∈N: (19)
Moreover, we have for every (u′; !′) that
|Du′F(!′)|6 ‖Du′F‖+ 2N (u′; !′): (20)
It may be seen owing to the last lemma that (J 1 + J 2) (!∗; U]0;G(u)[) is P∗u;!-a.s. 0nite
and then the random measures we introduced have almost surely a 0nite support in
U]0;s′]. For such an !∗ we have by (20)
|F(1s′)− F(2s′)|(!∗)6 |F(u1s′)− F(2s′)|(!∗)
+‖DuF‖+ 2N (u;1s′(!∗))
= |F((K1(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) ◦ (C(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) (u!))
−F((K2(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) ◦ (C(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) (u!))|
+ ‖DuF‖+ 2N (u;1s′(!∗)):
We denote for i∈{1; 2} by {ui1; : : : ; uini} the support of Ki(!∗) in U]0;s′] and by
{u31; : : : ; u3n3} the support of C(!∗) in U]0;s′]. We have by using (20) that
|F(1s′)− F(2s′)|(!∗)
6
n1∑
i=1
|Du1i F((u11; : : : ; u1i−1) ◦ (C(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) (u!))|
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+
n2∑
i=1
|Du2i F((u21; : : : ; u2i−1) ◦ (C(!∗)|U]0;s′ ] ) (u!))|
+ ‖DuF‖+ 2N (u;1s′(!∗))
6
(
V +
3∑
i=1
Siu
)
(!∗);
where
V (!∗) =
∫
U]0;s′ ]
(Du′F)d(K1 + K2) (!∗; du′) + ‖DuF‖;
S1u (!
∗) = 2
n1∑
i=1
N (u1i ; (u; u
1
1; : : : ; u
1
i−1; u
3
1; : : : ; u
3
n3 )!);
S2u (!
∗) = 2
n2∑
i=1
N (u2i ; (u; u
2
1; : : : ; u
2
i−1; u
3
1; : : : ; u
3
n3 )!)
and
S3u (!
∗) = 2N (u;1s′(!
∗)) = 2N (u; (u11; : : : ; u
1
n1 ; u
3
1; : : : ; u
3
n3 ) (!)):
Remark that for i∈{1; 3} and every suitable j we have that uij ∈ J 1(!∗)|U]0;G(u)[ . Then
one has
S1u (!
∗) + S3u (!
∗)6 2
∞∑
n=1
∫
Sn(U]0;G(u)[)
(N (u; (u1; : : : ; un) (!))
+N (u1; (u; u2; : : : ; un) (!)))J 1(!∗; du1) : : : J 1(!∗; dun):
We will note T 1u (!
∗) the right side of the last inequality. In a similar way we obtain
that S2u (!
∗) is smaller than
2
∞∑
n=1
∫
Sn(U]0;G(u)[)
N (u1; (u; u2; : : : ; un) (!))J 2(!∗; du1) : : : J 2(!∗; dun);
and we note T 2u (!
∗) the right side. We use now (i) of the last lemma: by letting s′
growing to G(u) we obtain an upper bound for E∗u;![V (!∗)] hence
E∗u;![|F(1G(u)−)− F(2G(u)−)|]
6 E∗u;!
[∫
U]0;G(u)[
(Du′F)d|hu′(1G(u′)−)− hu′(2G(u′)−)| ||(!; du′)
]
+R(u; !) + ‖DuF‖
if we note
R(u; !) = E∗u;![T 1u (!∗) + T 2u (!∗)]:
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Then we conclude if we show that the last expectation is null for (u; !) outside a
| |-null set. We have by using (ii) of the last lemma that∫
U×
E∗u;![T 1u (!∗)] | | (du; d!)
6 2
∞∑
n=1
HnG(u)
∫
U×
(∫
Sn(U]0;G(u)[)
(N (u; (u1; : : : ; un) (!))
+N (u1; (u; u2; : : : ; un) (!)))
(
n∏
i=1
||(!; dui)
))
| |(du; d!):
We have by (19) that N (u; (u1; : : : ; un) (!)) =N (u; (u; u1; : : : ; un) (!)) and
N (u1; (u; u2; : : : ; un) (!)) =N (u1, (u; u1; u2; : : : ; un) (!)). By using the Duality Formula
for each term of the sum we obtain∫
U×
E∗u;![T 1u (!∗)] | | (du; d!)
6 2
∞∑
n=1
HnG(u)E
[∫
u∈U
∫
Sn(U]0;G(u)[)
(N (u; !) + N (u1; !))
(
n∏
i=1
||(!; dui)
)
||(!; du)
]
= 0
since | |(N ) = 0. By using the same tools we can show that∫
E∗u;![T 2u (!∗)] d| |= 0
and this concludes.
3.6. Results for the absolute continuity
3.6.1. The adapted case
We give in this paragraph criterion for (AC) when
(HA): h is adapted
is in force. In this case, it is easy to check by the Feynman–Kac formula given in
Proposition 3.1 that Lt is equal to
exp
(∫
U 0t
log(1− Duhu(!))+(!; du) +
∫
U 0t
Duhu(!)−(du)
)
: (21)
This is clear since we have that Duhu(G(u)) =Duhu(t) owing to (HA) jointly with
Lemma 2.1. The exponential term above is, in fact, the stochastic exponential associated
to the process (s; !) → − ∫ Duhu (this is not surprising since this expression of
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Lt may be deduced from the classical Girsanov theorem for semimartingales, see for in-
stance Jacod and Shiryaev, 1984). The 0rst criterion we give is a rough Kamazaki-type
criterion.
Theorem 3.1 (Kamazaki-type criterion). Suppose that h satis9es (H), (HA) and
E
[
exp
(∫
U
(6(Duhu)2 − 4(Duhu)3 + (Duhu)4)−(du)
)]
¡∞:
Then we have (AC).
Proof. Let us note gu =Duhu. By using the notations of the Basic Lemma 2.2 we
obtain by using the Jensen inequality
E[ UL2t ]6 E[L2t ]
= E
[
exp
(∫
U 0t
log(1− 2gu + g2u)+(!; du)
+
∫
U 0t
(
2gu − 3g2u + 2g3u −
1
2
g4u
)
−(du)
+
∫
U 0t
(
3g2u − 2g3u +
1
2
g4u
)
−(du)
)]
6 E
[
E
(∫
U 0:
((gu − 1)4 − 1)(du)
)
t
]1=2
E
[
exp
(∫
U
(6g2u − 4g3u + g4u)−(du)
)]1=2
;
where E(
∫
U 0:
((gu − 1)4 − 1)(du)): denotes the stochastic exponential of the locally
L2-martingale
∫
U 0:
(((gu− 1)4− 1)(du)). Its expectation is smaller than 1 and then we
obtain that supt E[ UL
2
t ]¡∞; we conclude with the Basic Lemma 2.2.
We give another criterion
Theorem 3.2 (Adapted case). Let h satisfying (H). Suppose that there exists g :U →
R+ in L2(U; −) such that
|Duhu(!)|6 g(u);  −-a:e: (22)
then we have (AC) and
sup
t
E[Lt log Lt]¡∞: (23)
Remark. Note that (L2) implies (23) with g= 2H.
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Proof. Consider the expression of the 0rst estimation Lemma 3.4. We have by using
(22) and Fubini’s theorem that
Q1(t) =
∫
U 0t
E′[(Duhu)2(G(u)−)]−(du)
=
∫
U 0t
E[(Duhu)2(!)LG(u)− ]−(du)
6
∫
U 0t
g2(u)E[LG(u)− ]−(du)
=
∫
U 0t
g2(u)−(du);
then we obtain that supt Q1(t)6 ‖g‖L2 . The only thing now is to estimate Q2 and
C uniformly in t; then we conclude by the Basic Lemma 2.2 since we have by
the Jensen inequality that supt E[ Lt log Lt]¡∞. By (ii) of Lemma 3.1 we have that
C(t) = − E[ ∫U 0t DuhuLG(u)−(!; du)] and it is easy to see from (21) that (u; !) →
Duhu(!)LG(u)−—is I-measurable—in fact, it is predictable—so its compensated inte-
gral is null by the Duality Formula. We can prove as well that Q2(t) = 0 and this
concludes.
3.6.2. The anticipative case
We now examine the anticipative case. We want to obtain a criterion for (AC).
As we mentioned before, the diOculty is to estimate the compensated term C(t) in
the expression of the First Estimation Lemma 3.4. We will use the Shift Estimation
Lemma 3.2 to estimate this term, and we claim the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.3 (Anticipative theorem). Suppose that h satis9es (H) and (L2). Suppose
that there exists c :U 2 → R+ in L2(U 2; − ⊗ −) such that for every u;
|Du′hCu (!)|+ |Du′hKu (!)|6 c(u; u′) for  −-almost every (u′; !): (24)
Then we have that P′ ◦ −1∞P and by setting
dP′ ◦ −1∞
dP =L∞;
we have
E[L∞ log L∞]6 8
∫
U
H2(u)−(du) +
1
2
C(2‖c‖L2 )¡∞
with H :U → R+ being the mapping of condition (L2) and C being the expansion
de9ned in Auxiliary Theorem 4:1.
Remark.
• One can compare this result with Theorem 2:6 of Enchev and Stroock (1996) and
Theorem 5:4:1 of Ustunel and Zakai (2000). Assumption (24) may be compared
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with the condition on C in this theorem. However, assumption (L2) is replaced by
a weaker one that would be in our context:
E
[∫
U
h2u(!)
−(du)
]
¡∞:
Technically, we must have a stronger assumption in our context because our trans-
formations are stochastic.
• We tried to generalize Theorem 3.3 for h admitting a decomposition h= h1 + h2
where h1 satis0es (L1) and h2 satis0es the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. It does not
work unless we suppose strong assumptions.
Proof. Let H :U → R+ be the mapping of condition (L2). We may assume that H
is bounded on each Ut and we can as well assume that c is bounded on each Ut ×Ut
owing to (H). Our strategy is to estimate each term of the First Estimation Lemma 3.4
uniformly in t and conclude with the Basic Lemma. Let t ∈R+, we have from (L2)
that
|Q1(t)|6 4
∫
U
H2(u)−(du)¡∞
and
|Q2(t)|6 E
[∫
Ut
E′[|Duhu hu ◦ +u |(G(u))|0 =!]||(!; du)
]
6 2E
[∫
Ut
H2(u)||(!; du)
]
= 4
∫
U
H2(u)−(du)¡∞:
Now, we estimate the compensated term C(t). By applying Proposition 3.4 we obtain
that
|C(t)|6 E
[∫
U 0t
E∗u;![|Duhu(1G(u)−)− Duhu(2G(u)−)|]−(du)
]
:
From (24) we have that for every u, |Du′ [Duhu](!)|6 c(u; u′) for  −-almost every
(u′; !). Then we may use the shift corollary Lemma 3.2 with F :=Duhu = hKu −hCu and
by letting s′ ∈ [0;G(u)[ tend to G(u) we obtain
|C(t)|6 E
[∫
u∈U 0t ;u′∈U 0G(u)−
c(u; u′)E∗u;![|hu′(1G(u′)−)
− hu′(2G(u′)−)|]||(!; du′)−(du)
]
: (25)
Let us introduce for N ∈N∗
GN (u0; : : : ; uN ) = c(u0; u1)c(u1; u2) : : : c(uN ; u0)
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and
R(N ) = E
[∫
?N+1t
c(u0; u1)c(u1; u2) : : : c(uN−1; uN )
×E∗u0 ;![|huN (1G(uN )−)− huN (2G(uN )−)|]
(
N∏
k=1
||(!; duk)
)
−(du0)
]
;
where ?N+1t = {(u0; : : : ; uN ) ⊂ UN+1, t¿G(u0)¿ · · ·¿G(uN )¿ 0}. We want to prove
that for every N ∈N∗,
|C(t)|6
N−1∑
j=1
2j
∫
?j+1t
Gj(u0; : : : ; uj)−(du0); : : : ; −(duj) + R(N ): (26)
We prove this by induction. Eq. (25) gives the result for N = 1. Now suppose that we
have (26) for some N . Remember that h is linked with its parts by (2). Hence we
deduce from (24) that
|Du′huN (!)|6 c(uN ; u′);  −-a:e:
then we can apply the Shift Estimation Corollary 3.2 with s′ :=G(uN )−, F := huN and
u′ → ‖Du′F‖ being the right side of the last inequality we obtain
R(N )6 E
[∫
?N+1t
GN (u0; : : : ; uN+1)||(!; duN ) : : : ||(!; du1)−(du0)
]
+R(N +1)
= 2N
∫
?N+1t
GN (u0; : : : ; uN )−(du0); : : : −(duN ) + R(N + 1)
with an application of the Duality Formula for the last equality. This concludes the
induction. Let M be a common bound of H(·) on Ut and c on Ut ×Ut . We have that
R(N )6
(2M)N+1
(N + 1)!
(−(Ut))N+1
N→∞−→ 0:
We have the claimed result by N → ∞ in (26) and the auxiliary Theorem 4.1 with
m := −, K := 2c.
Example. We consider a framework which is similar to the one of the canonical
example of Section 2.2 excepted for the de0nition of  . Let U = [0; 1] × R and  be
a positive measure on R such that∫
R
(|x|2 ∧ 1) (dx)¡∞;
we de0ne −(dt; dx) = dt (dx) and consider the LSevy process X de0ned for every
t by
Xt(!) =
∫ t
0
∫
{|x|61}
x(!; ds; dx) +
∫ t
0
∫
{|x|¿1}
x+(!; ds; dx):
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In the canonical example, this process is a Poisson compound process since  (E)¡∞.
We introduce the direction (Us)s de0ned by Us = [0; 1]×(R\ ]−1=s; 1=s[)-one can easily
check that (RC) and (GC) are both in force and that G(s; x) = |1=x|. We now consider
a mapping f :U → R such that f(s; :) is globally Lipschitz on R with some constant
c(s) satisfying c∈L1([0; 1]; dt). We consider the SDE:
(E): Yt(!) =  +
∫ t
0
f(s; Ys−) ds + Xt(!):
We can show by a Picard iteration that this equation has an unique cRad lRag so-
lution. We could imagine that we observe a collection (P)∈I of probabilities on
(;F), which consist in a family of perturbations of the Poisson probability P. Sup-
pose that each P is the perturbation of P by a Markovian transformation associ-
ated with the direction (Us)s, the killing=creating part of which being for every 
of the form: hKu (!) =C
K(u; Y1(−u !))∈ [0; 1] and hCu (!) =CC(u; Y1(−u !))∈R+, with
u → (supa∈RCK(u; a) +CC(u; a)) bounded by a L2 function, bounded on each Us. The
statistician looks for the likehood ratio of P with respect to P, that is in our vocab-
ulary the density L of P with respect to P if it exists. The Anticipative Theorem
3.3 gives a suOcient condition implying that this problem of looking for the likehood
ratio is well posed for such perturbations of P: this is equivalent to show that we have
(AC) for the Markovian transformations having the form above. Assume that there
exists l∈L2(U ) such that
|CK(u; a)− CK(u; b)|+ |CC(u; a)− CC(u; b)|6 l(u)|b− a|:
There is a slight restriction on the choice of CK since we have to check the third
condition in (H). Assumptions (H) and (L2) are in force from the de0nition of h.
Now we look for condition (24). One can see that for  −-every (u′; !) and every t
we have
|Du′Yt(!)|6 |x′|+
∫ t
0
c(s)|Du′Ys−(!)| ds;
if we note u′ = (s′; x′). Then by a Gronwall argument we obtain that for every (u′; !) ∈N :
|Du′Y1(!)|6 |x′| exp
(∫
[0;1]
c(s) ds
)
:
Let us introduce Nu = {(u′; !) : (u′; !)∈N or !({u}) = 1}. Then  −(Nu) = 0 and for
every u and (u′; !) ∈ Nsx:
|Du′hCu (!)|6 l(u)|x′|exp
(∫
[0;1]
c(s) ds
)
and we could as well show that we have the same bound for hK. Then we have (24)
if we impose∫
R
|x|2 (dx)¡∞ (27)
and we can use the anticipative Theorem 3.3.
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Remarks. Eq. (27) is equivalent to ask that the LSevy process is a square integrable
process. Observe also that assumption (24) is the most demanding since it prevents
us to consider transformation depending of the 0nal value of the solution to a more
complex SDE—for instance an SDE where the functional inside the stochastic integral
is no longer deterministic. As outlined after the theorem, the problem is the same in
the Wiener case.
4. An auxiliary theorem
This paragraph aims at showing the convergence of expansions of the form
∞∑
j=1
∫
?j+1
Gj(u0; : : : ; uj)m(duj) : : : m(du0); (28)
where
• m is a -0nite, positive measure on U .
• ?j+1 = {(u0; : : : ; uj) ⊂ Uj+1; G(u0)¿ · · ·¿G(uj)¿ 0}.
• Gj is a positive mapping on Uj+1 having the form:
Gj(u0; : : : ; uj) =K(u0; u1)K(u1; u2) : : : K(uj; u0) (29)
with K :U 2 → R+ measurable.
We need some de0nitions. For n¿1 we note S(n) the symmetric group on {1; : : : ; n}
and mˆn(du) =m(du1) : : : m(dun) for u∈Un. For P ⊂ Sn we say that G :Un → R is P
symmetric if
∀%∈P; G(u1; : : : ; un) =G(u%(1); : : : ; u%(n)):
For %∈ Sn and u∈Un, we note %(u) = (u%(1); : : : ; u%(n)) and
i(%) =
∫
Un
1?n(%(u))G(u)mˆn(du):
Suppose now that G :Un → R+ is P-symmetric for some P⊂ Sn then by using Fubini’s
theorem we obtain for i∈P that
i(%) =
∫
Un
1?n(%(u))G(u)mˆn(du)
=
∫
Un
1?n(%(u))G(%(u))mˆn(du)
=
∫
Un
1?n(%(u))G(%(u))mˆn(d(%(u)))
= i(Id):
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We deduce from the last equality that∫
Un
G(u)mˆn(du)¿
∑
%∈P
i(%) = |P|i(Id):
So we have∫
Un
G(u)mˆn(du)¿|P|
∫
Un
1?n(u)G(u)mˆn(du): (30)
This may be seen as a generalized simplex formula. We turn now to the main result
of this paragraph:
Theorem 4.1 (Auxiliary theorem). Let m be a -9nite; positive measure on (U;U).
Let K :U 2 → R+ measurable such that
(∫
U 2
K2(u; u′)m(du)m(du′)
)1=2
=C¡∞:
We de9ne for j¿3 :
'j =
([
j − 3
2
]
!
)−1
;
[x] being the integer part of x and de9ne '2 = 1. Let C :R → R de9ned by the
expansion:
C(x) =
∑
j¿2
'jxj:
Then
∑
j¿1
∫
Uj+1
1?j+1(u)Gj(u)mˆj+1(du)6C(C)¡∞:
Proof. Let us note
Ij+1 =
∫
Uj+1
1?j+1(u)Gj(u)mˆj+1(du):
We have to deal with two cases.
Suppose j is odd: We set
G1(u0; : : : ; uj) =
( j−1=2)∏
i=0
K2(u2i ; u2i+1);
G2(u0; : : : ; uj) =
( j−1=2)∏
i=0
K2(u2i+1; u2i+2)
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with uj+1 = u0 by de0nition. Then, by using Cauchy–Schwarz we obtain that Ij+1 is
bounded by
(∫
Uj+1
1?j+1(u)G1(u)mˆj+1(du)
)(1=2)
×
(∫
Uj+1
1?j+1(u)G2(u)mˆj+1(du)
)(1=2)
: (31)
Let us examine the 0rst integral. We note P the group generated on Sj+1 by the
transpositions:
(
2a
2a + 1
)
→
(
2b
2b + 1
)
;
where {a; b} ⊂ {0; : : : ; (j − 1)=2}. Then G1 is P-symmetric. We use (30) to have∫
Uj+1
1?j+1(u)G1(u)mˆj+1(du)6
1
|P|
∫
Uj+1
G1(u)mˆj+1(du)
=
((
j + 1
2
)
!
)−1
Cj+1:
We 0nd by a similar method the same bound for the second integral of (31). So
Ij+16
((
j + 1
2
)
!
)−1
Cj+16 'j+1Cj+1: (32)
Suppose j is even: We set
G1(u0; : : : ; uj−1) =
( j−2)=2∏
i=0
K2(u2i ; u2i+1);
G2(u0; : : : ; uj−1) =
( j−4)=2∏
i=0
K2(u2i+1; u2i+2)
(∫
U[0;G(uj−1)[
K2(uj−1; uj)m(duj)
)
×
(∫
U[0;G(uj−1)[
K2(uj; u0)m(du0)
)
:
By using Cauchy–Schwarz we obtain
Ij+16
(∫
Uj
1?j (u)G1(u)mˆj(du)
)1=2
×
(∫
Uj
1?j (u)G2(u)mˆj(du)
)1=2
:
By using similar ideas to the odd case we obtain for the 0rst integral the following
bound:
((
j
2
)
!
)−1
Cj:
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On the other hand, by using Fubini’s theorem, we have the following bound for the
second integral:∫
(U )j
1?j (u)G2(u)mˆj(du)
6
∫
Uj−2
1{G(u1)¿···¿G(uj−2)}
( j−4)=2∏
i=0
K2(u2i+1; u2i+2)mˆj−2(du)
×
(∫
U 2
K2(u; uj)m(du)m(duj)
)2
6
((
j − 2
2
)
!
)−1
Cj+2;
hence
Ij+16
((
j − 2
2
)
!
)−1
Cj+1: (33)
From (32) and (33), we always have that Ij+16 'j+1Cj+1 and this concludes.
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